BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
NOVEMBER 9, 2021
PLANNING CASE PLN21-097: KEYSTONE PUD-MINOR PUD MODIFICATION
PUBLIC HEARING
PROJECT INFORMATION:
Location:
Parcel A, Lakeside Neighborhood, Keystone
Project/Request:

Minor Amendment to the Keystone Resort PUD to modify language in the
Employee Housing section and definitions in Exhibit C to allow for 100
additional temporary beds at Tenderfoot Employee Housing for a period of
three (3) years for the 2121/2022, 2022/2023, and 2023/2024 peak
seasons; Lots 1-3, Tenderfoot Sub, zoned Keystone PUD.

ISSUES:
-Temporary request
-Room size and occupancy
-Potential parking implications of additional residents
SNAKE RIVER PLANNING COMMISSION:
Class 6 Minor PUD amendments do not require Planning Commission review.
RESOLUTION STATUS:
Resolution to be drafted subsequent to BOCC decision.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approval with 7 findings and 1 condition
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Applicant Narrative
Proposed PUD Revisions to Section 6. Employee Housing, & Exhibit C. Definitions
Parking Management Plan
Public Comment: Letter

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
970.668.4200
www.SummitCountyCO.gov

0037 Peak One Dr. PO Box 5660
Frisco, CO 80443

STAFF REPORT
TO:

Board of County Commissioners

FROM:

Sid Rivers, Senior Planner

FOR:

Meeting of November 9, 2021

SUBJECT:

PLN21-097: Minor Amendment to the Keystone Resort PUD to modify
language in the Employee Housing section and definitions in Exhibit C to
allow for 100 additional temporary beds at Tenderfoot Employee Housing for
a period of three (3) years for the 2121/2022, 2022/2023, and 2023/2024
peak seasons; Lots 1-3, Tenderfoot Sub, zoned Keystone PUD.

APPLICANT:

Kara Bowyer

OWNER:

Vail Summit Resorts, Inc.

REQUEST:

Minor Amendment to the Keystone Resort PUD to modify language in the
Employee Housing section and definitions in Exhibit C to allow for 100
additional temporary beds at Tenderfoot Employee Housing; Lots 1-3,
Tenderfoot Sub, zoned Keystone PUD.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Location:

Parcel A, Lakeside Neighborhood, Keystone (Existing Tenderfoot
Employee Housing Project)
Legal Description:
Lots 1-3, Tenderfoot Subdivision #4
Master plan description: Resort Neighborhood
Existing zoning:
Keystone Resort Planned Unit Development (PUD)
Proposed zoning:
No change
Proposed use:
Allowance for additional 100 employee beds
Number of units:
No additional residential density is proposed
Other uses:
None
Total site area:
5.5 acres
Adjacent land uses
East:
Lot 6, Tenderfoot Sub #4, Open Space Tract
West:
Tract D, Tenderfoot Sub #5
North:
Lot 5, Tenderfoot Sub #4, Storage Area
South:
Tenderfoot Day Skier Parking Lot
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BACKGROUND:
The Keystone PUD Designation was originally approved on March 27, 1995 and has
subsequently been amended 33 times. The most recent amendment was recorded on
December 5, 2019 at Reception number 1215164.
The Tenderfoot Employee Housing project, located on Parcel A of the Lakeside Neighborhood,
was approved on April 20, 1995 by the Snake River Planning Commission and allowed 126
seasonal employee units on 43.98 acres. The property was subsequently subdivided to create
the 5.5 acre parcels that the existing three (3) buildings are located upon. The PUD permits a
total of 220 employee restricted units on this parcel.
Prior PUD modifications, specific to the Tenderfoot site include a 2016 minor PUD amendment
request (PLN16-029) that proposed additional language to the PUD that would allow up to four
(4) residents per unit, in certain units (up to an additional 102 beds). On June 28, 2016, the
BOCC approved the minor PUD amendment that allowed 102 additional beds in the Tenderfoot
buildings for the 2015/2016, 2016/2017 and 2017/2018 Peak Seasons (Resolution 2016-50).
The approval was primarily based on the temporary nature of the request and there was
significant testimony regarding potential impacts and livability standards associated with the
increase in occupancy in the units. These additional beds were planned as a temporary
measure until the units at the Wintergreen development were available for use by Vail Resorts.
In 2017, the Wintergreen housing project was approved (PLN17-145). This development
created 196 employee housing units, 36 of which were established exclusively for use by Vail
Resorts.
In 2018, the applicant made a request for a continued PUD modification (PLN18-049),
essentially an extension of the 2016 request. The 2018 request was to have the beds for the
2018/2019 and 2019/2020 operating seasons. This proposal was denied in part because the
2016 proposal was meant to be temporary in nature. Additionally, the BOCC determined that
parking and traffic management concerns within the PUD could result in health, safety and
welfare related problems such as those related to emergency response.
On June 22, 2021, the BOCC adopted a resolution proclaiming a workforce housing crisis in
Summit County. This resolution declared that the housing crisis warrants immediate action, and
inaction will result in irreversible changes to the fabric of the community and limit the ability of
the community to serve visitors and residents alike.
The current proposal intends to provide 100 additional temporary beds for employee housing for
Keystone Resort employees as well as those working for Breckenridge Resort, Epic Mountain
Express, Arapahoe Basin ski area and the Summit County Sheriff’s office. The applicant’s
narrative (Attachment 1) and proposed PUD language (Attachment 2) are provided for
additional information about the current proposal.
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Tenderfoot Site: Lots 1-3, Tenderfoot Sub. #4

Criteria for Decision:
Section 12203.02 of the Summit County Land Use Development Code (Code) establishes the
following Criteria for Decision regarding Minor PUD modifications. The BOCC may approve a
Minor PUD modification zoning amendment, only if the application meets all relevant County
regulations and standards and provided the BOCC makes the following findings:
A. The proposed PUD modification is consistent with the efficient development and
preservation of the entire PUD.
B. The proposed PUD modification does not affect, in a substantially adverse manner, either
the enjoyment of land abutting upon or across a street from the PUD or the public interest.
C. The proposed PUD modification is not granted solely to confer a special benefit upon any
person.
D. The proposed PUD modification is in general conformance with the goals, polices/actions and
provisions of the Summit County Countywide Comprehensive Plan and any applicable basin
or sub-basin master plans.
E. The proposed PUD modification is consistent with the purpose and intent of the County's
Zoning Regulations and Rezoning Policies.
F. The proposed PUD modification is consistent with public health, safety and welfare, as well as
efficiency and economy in the use of land and its resources.
G. The proposed PUD modification amendment is not substantial and conforms to the intent
and integrity of the original PUD and the PUD modification has been determined to be a
minor amendment in accordance with Section 12202.04.

Consistency With The Efficient Development And Preservation Of The Entire Planned
Unit Development
The Criteria for Decision requires that the BOCC make a finding that the proposed PUD
modification is consistent with the efficient development and preservation of the entire planned
unit development.
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The applicant proposes a PUD modification to allow for 100 additional beds to be placed in the
Tenderfoot employee housing development for a temporary period of three (3) years which
include the 2021/2022, 2022/2023, and 2023/2024 peak seasons. Additionally, the Tenderfoot
employee housing beds would be available for employees working elsewhere in the County,
including Breckenridge Ski Resort, as well as Arapahoe Basin, and Summit County Sheriff’s
employees.
Staff is comfortable with the proposal given the current Countywide housing crisis. This proposal
promotes the availability of housing for Countywide employees as well as employee retention.
The proposed PUD modification is consistent with the efficient development and preservation of
the entire Keystone Resort PUD designation as (i) the boundaries of the PUD are not changing;
(ii) the purpose and intent of the PUD will not be impacted by the proposed minor changes, and
the proposed modification will result in providing additional temporary seasonal employee
housing to further the development and operations of a year round resort; and, (iii) major PUD
provisions are not being impacted.

Affect On The Enjoyment Of Land Abutting Upon Or Across A Street From The Planned
Unit Development Or The Public Interest
The Criteria for Decision requires that the BOCC make a finding that the modification does not
affect, in a substantially adverse manner, either: (i) the enjoyment of land abutting upon or
across a street from the planned unit development; or, (ii) the public interest. The public interest
is formulated through continuous discussions with the public on the Countywide Comprehensive
Plan, the Snake River Master Plan and the public hearing on this PUD modification.
Staff believes that the BOCC could find that the proposed PUD modification will not affect, in a
substantially adverse manner, the public interest, because the purpose of this proposed PUD
amendment is only to allow for the temporary addition of beds to the existing Tenderfoot
Employee Housing project. The parking management plan provided by the applicant illustrates
how the additional employee parking demands will be addressed. This plan includes items such
as requiring parking permits as well as providing shuttle services to/from Breckenridge and the
Nordic center parking lot (Attachment 3).

Not Granted Solely To Confer a Special Benefit Upon Any Person
The BOCC must also find that the modification is not granted solely to confer a special benefit
upon any person. This criterion is intended to ensure all PUD modifications are treated equitably
following the County’s policies and procedures.
Staff believes that the BOCC can make a finding that the PUD modification is not granted solely
to confer a benefit. This proposal will allow Vail Resorts to temporarily increase its opportunities
to meet their employee housing needs within the County and promote employee retention.
While Vail Resorts reports that it is in compliance with its employee housing obligations per the
PUD requirements, the fact remains that there is a Countywide housing shortage, both in
inventory and affordability. This has had a profound effect on the seasonal workforce. The
applicant’s request would help alleviate some of this shortage for its employees, many of whom
are seasonal residents. Additionally, temporary or seasonal housing can be provided for
employees working elsewhere within the County. Given the current housing crisis situation, staff
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supports this amendment as proposed. The applicant has requested an approval period from
this 2020/2022 ski season through the 2023/2024 season.

General Conformity With The Advisory Goals, Policies And Provisions Of The Summit
County Countywide Comprehensive Plan And The Snake River Master Plan
The Criteria for Decision requires the BOCC to make a finding that the proposed PUD
modification is in general conformity with the advisory goals, policies and provisions of the
Summit County Countywide Comprehensive Plan (“Comprehensive Plan”) and the Snake River
Master Plan (“Subbasin Plan”) considered in their entirety, but not necessarily in respect of each
individual advisory provision therein.
Staff believes that the BOCC can make a finding that the proposed PUD modification is in
general conformity with the advisory goals, policies and provisions of the Comprehensive Plan
and the Subbasin Plan primarily due to the fact that both plans fully support the provision for
increasing affordable/employee housing. The proposed amendment will further fulfill the
employee housing obligations set forth in the Keystone PUD designation that must be met by
Vail Resorts and all developers of land located within the boundaries of the PUD, as well as
temporarily provide needed housing during the current shortage.

Consistency With The Purpose And Intent Of The County’s Zoning Regulations And
Rezoning Policies
Zoning Regulations:
The Criteria for Decision also requires the BOCC to make a finding that the proposed PUD
modification is consistent with the purpose and intent of the County’s Zoning Regulations. The
purpose and intent of the County’s Zoning Regulations is to insure compatibility of land uses,
efficient and economical use of land, and adequate light and air in development projects. They
are also intended to prevent development of areas subject to environmental hazards, and
encourage development projects which are functional, exhibit good design and aesthetics, and
protect the county's natural resources and scenic beauty. Staff would like to discuss the
following three (3) zoning related issues:
Room Size:
The County’s concerns regarding allowing additional beds in the subject units stem primarily
from health, safety, and welfare related issues related to livability and quality of living, and
potential parking implications. Again, Staff does believe that these issues can be addressed
primarily due to the temporary nature of the request, and that a parking management plan has
been provided. This proposal serves as a temporary approach (maximum three (3) ski seasons)
to afford the applicant time to make future housing plans. If this request for 100 additional beds
was to be permanent, a subsequent major PUD amendment would be required. As that request
is not part of this application, staff will refrain from addressing it in the comments contained
herein.
In 1995, the site plan for the Tenderfoot development proposed 25,199 square feet of residential
space per building and 2,898 sq. ft. of storage space not located within the confines of the
individual units. As such, Staff and the Housing Authority questioned at the time whether this
space should be counted as “livable space” associated with each of the units. Without counting
the storage as residential living area, the living area available to the occupants would have been
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less than 200 sq. ft. per occupant, i.e. less than the required amount set forth in the PUD. As a
condition of approval of the 1995 site plan, the Snake River Planning Commission required that
prior to the issuance of any building permits that the applicant submit revised floor plans
showing 200 sq. ft. per each employee in every dwelling unit to the satisfaction of the
Community Development Division.
The existing three (3) Tenderfoot buildings contain 42 units per building, resulting in a total of
126 two and three bedroom units. Thirty-six (36) three bedroom units and six (6) two bedroom
units are in located in each building. Based on the approved set of building plans, the two
bedroom units are 547.5 sq. ft. and the three bedroom units are 521 sq. ft each. The Building
Department previously reviewed of all applicable building codes and determined that per the
International Building Code (IBC), these units could safely accommodate an additional
occupant(s), based on the square footage.
The applicant proposes up to four (4) residents per unit for both the two (2) bedroom and three
(3) bedroom units, which would result in a maximum of 100 total additional beds in the
Tenderfoot complex. The three (3) buildings were built using different building codes.
Tenderfoot I was built in 1995 and Tenderfoot II and III were built in 2001. As such, Tenderfoot I
is limited to a maximum of 124 persons, while Tenderfoot II and III can accommodate 168
persons each, for a total of 460 beds. As proposed, Tenderfoot building 1 will increase from 120
beds to 124, Tenderfoot 2 will increase from 120 beds to 168, and tenderfoot 3 will increase
from 120 beds to 168. This will result in the maximum occupancy of 460 beds within the three
buildings.
In light of the temporary nature of this request and the fact that there is a serious housing
shortage in the County, staff is supportive of the applicant’s request to allow the additional
occupant(s) in the units, despite resulting in an occupancy of one person per <200 sq. ft. of
living space in the Tenderfoot buildings. The Building Department commented that maximum
building occupancy numbers are not based on a square footage of the building, or a person/ per
square foot ratio; rather, the building code considers how the building provides for ingress and
egress (the presence of fire suppression systems, hallway/ stairwell widths, etc.). As proposed,
the additional occupancy would not violate the building code’s provisos re: number of occupants
and ingress/egress requirements as well as other safety requirements. Additionally, the
Environmental Health Department, on behalf of the Public Health Department did not have any
concerns with the occupancy arrangements requested with this minor PUD modification. A
request to make this a permanent change would require additional discussion and consideration
of the factors underlying the original requirement that 200 sq. ft. of living space per person be
provided.
Parking:
Staff does have concern regarding additional parking needs generated by the placement of
additional beds. Staff believes that the potential addition of 100 beds/employees to the
Tenderfoot Employee Housing complex will also increase the need for employee parking. This
issue is compounded by the fact that these additional employees can be non-Keystone resort
employees. The 1995 approved site plan provided 191 parking spaces, nine (9) of which were
reserved for handicap use. The Keystone PUD states that employee housing requires one (1)
space per unit for units containing up to three (3) bedrooms.1 Based on this requirement the
Tenderfoot Employee Housing complex is only required to have 126 parking spaces, thus the
existing configuration provides 65 additional parking spaces per the requirements of the PUD.
For comparison purposes, the County’s Land Use and Development Code (Code”) stipulates
1

Note that the Keystone PUD currently defines a “bedroom” in Tenderfoot as a single occupancy room.
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6.6 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft. of floor area for Rooming Houses/ Dormitory use. The application of
the Code’s parking standard would result in a requirement that 166 parking spaces be provided
for the combined units of all three buildings.
Staff understands that, practically speaking, the parking need for the employee housing
development already exceeds the existing parking that is provided and as such, the residents
currently and historically utilize the Tenderfoot Day Skier Parking lot. Staff’s concern regarding
this matter is the potential to exacerbate the use of day skier parking by employees if the
potential 100 new employee residents have vehicles. In order to address this concern, the
applicant has submitted a Parking Management Plan (Attachment 3), that attempts to address
these concerns. The applicant has developed a series of operational measures to mitigate the
potential additional parking demands created by the additional 100 potential beds. The
proposed parking plan includes the following: having a fee for parking permits, parking permits
are only valid for certain lots, enforcement of parking rules and restrictions in Tenderfoot
Employee Housing and Tenderfoot Day Skier lots, implementation of employee shuttles to/from
Breckenridge as well as the Nordic center parking lot, promotion of bus routes, and increased
information at hiring and arrival regarding limitations on bringing a vehicle and parking options.
Staff believes that if the applicant increases the occupancy by 100 additional employee beds,
the applicant should dedicate additional parking for employees in close proximity (walking
distance) to the Tenderfoot Employee Housing complex. The parking management plan
proposes parking by permit to be allowed in certain lots, during certain times, but not peak times
(weekends and holiday times). During peak times, employees will need to park at the Nordic
center and be shuttled back to the Tenderfoot housing. The topic of parking would need to be
seriously discussed, and likely more employee parking provided, should the applicant propose a
permanent PUD modification to add additional employee beds in Tenderfoot.
With the prosed parking management plan in place, staff believes that the BOCC could make the
finding that the proposed PUD modification is consistent with the purpose and intent of the
County’s Zoning Regulations because the proposal furthers the Comprehensive and Master Plan
goals of providing workforce housing.
Non-Keystone Employee Restriction:
Section 6.A(c) states the following regarding occupancy of employee housing by non-Keystone
employees:
“with respect to Employee Housing Units located in Tenderfoot II and III and other projects
receiving a certificate of occupancy after January 1, 2001, allows for the use of Employee
Housing Units from the period from November 1 of one calendar year through April 30 of the
next calendar year (or any longer period of each year that includes the period from November 1
through April 30) by persons who are not Employees or Temporary Employees but who are
employed by a business operating within the County, on the condition that the Employee
Housing Unit Credits allocated to such Employee Housing Units in the applicable project do not
exceed twenty percent of the total Employee Housing Unit Credits allocated to all Employee
Housing Units within such project”
The applicant proposes to utilize the number of additional beds (100 beds) for any employee of
Vail Resorts who is employed in the County. This includes Breckenridge resort and Epic
Mountain Express employees. Beds will also be offered to employees of the Arapahoe Basin ski
area and the Sheriff’s department. Based on the proposed language, the applicant will maintain
a maximum of 20% of the beds located in Tenderfoot II and III for non-PUD employees, as
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currently required under the existing language of the PUD. The proposed draft language does
allow the remainder of the additional beds for non-PUD employees to be located in Tenderfoot I,
which does not have specific limitations regarding non-PUD employees. The proposed draft
PUD language does indicate that the non-PUD employees in Tenderfoot I would not exceed
50% of the available beds. (i.e. a maximum of 62 non-PUD employees in Tenderfoot I and a
maximum of 67 non-PUD employees in Tenderfoot II and III). The additional beds will not be
counted as Employee Housing Credits in the annual Keystone Housing Report required per the
PUD. Staff is supportive of this request, primarily due to its temporary nature and due to the fact
that it will increase the availability of beds for not only non PUD employees but also Keystone
employees. In addition, as mentioned above, Keystone is in compliance with the employee
housing requirements of the PUD per the most recent employee housing report, providing
housing for 60% of its seasonal employees and 40% of its year-round employees.
Rezoning Policies:
Summit County has established policies (referred to herein as “Rezoning Policies”) that apply
whenever a zoning amendment (rezoning) is proposed in the unincorporated area of the
County. These Rezoning Policies are intended to ensure that land with development
constraints is avoided in accordance with the policies contained herein, and that development
contemplates and is designed in a manner consistent with the terrain and natural features of the
site and is compatible with existing development in the vicinity. The Rezoning Policies are also
intended to ensure that specific provisions are met in a zoning amendment application. The
Rezoning Policies are also intended to ensure that there is adequate infrastructure to
accommodate a proposed zoning amendment, and the project can accommodate the necessary
improvements, and that wildfire hazards are mitigated.
Staff believes that the BOCC could make a finding that the PUD amendment is consistent with
the County’s rezoning policies because no new density is proposed and the proposed
temporary modifications will not affect the PUD provisions in place which ensure that land with
development constraints are avoided, that new development is compatible with existing
development, that there is adequate infrastructure if additional parking is provided, and that
wildfire hazards are mitigated, due to the fact that the proposed language affords the applicant
the opportunity to temporarily provide additional beds into an existing employee housing project.

Consistent With Public Health, Safety And Welfare, As Well As Efficiency And Economy
In The Use Of Land And Its Resources
This proposal is temporary for the present ski season through the 2023/2024 peak season. The
proposal is in compliance with all building and fire codes. Summit Fire and EMS commented
that all annual life safety and occupancy inspections shall be completed prior to the placement
of any additional beds in the Tenderfoot buildings.
The proposal furthers the efficient and economical use of land and its resources because the
modification continues to ensure that there will be adequate employee housing available for
employees on a Countywide basis. With the proposed parking management plan in place, staff
believes that the proposed PUD amendment is consistent with the public health, safety and
welfare.
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Not Substantial And Conforms To The Intent And Integrity Of The Original PUD And The
PUD Modification Has Been Determined To Be A Minor Amendment In Accordance With
Section 12202.04
Staff believes that the proposed PUD amendment to temporarily add 100 beds to Tenderfoot
employee housing meets the intent of the original PUD. As this proposal is meant to be
temporary in nature, staff believes that the PUD amendment application is minor in its nature as
specified in Section 12202.04 which states the following:
The Planning Director shall determine whether the proposed zoning amendment to modify a
PUD is considered major or minor in nature. A proposed amendment is considered minor if it
meets the following criteria for decision:
A. The PUD modification is not substantial and maintains the intent and integrity of the original PUD.
B. The PUD modification does not increase in the total number of units or floor area.
C. No new uses are requested, except for converting one (1) type of permitted use to another
similar type of permitted use, and
D. There is no significant decrease in the amount of open space.
All other amendments are considered major modifications to a PUD.
The Planning Director has reviewed the proposed application to the above listed criteria and
determined that the application would be minor in nature if the increase in beds are temporary in
nature.

PUBLIC COMMENT RECEIVED:
Currently, staff has received one letter of support from Gorman and Company, which has been
provided as Attachment 4.

STAFF RECOMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Board of County Commissioners approve Planning Case PLN21-097,
a Minor Amendment to the Keystone Resort PUD to modify language in the Employee Housing
section and definitions in Exhibit C to allow for 100 additional temporary beds at Tenderfoot
Employee Housing for a period of three (3) years for the 2121/2022, 2022/2023, and 2023/2024
peak seasons; Lots 1-3, Tenderfoot Sub, zoned Keystone PUD, with the following findings:
Findings:
1. The proposed temporary PUD amendment will not affect, in a substantially adverse
manner, the enjoyment of land abutting upon or across the street from the are being
impacted by this modification, or the public interest because, without limitation (i) the
boundaries of the PUD are not changing; (ii) the purpose and intent of the PUD will not
be impacted by the proposed minor changes, and the PUD will result in providing, on a
temporary basis, additional seasonal employee housing opportunities that will further the
development of a year round resort; and, (iii) major PUD provisions are not being
impacted.
2. The PUD amendment is not granted solely to confer a benefit upon any one person
because, without limitation, the PUD amendment will facilitate the ability for the applicant
to temporarily increase its opportunities to meet their employee housing needs and
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

provide housing for those outside of the PUD during a time of an extreme housing
shortage.
The proposed PUD amendment is in general conformity with the advisory goals, policies
and provisions of the Summit County Countywide Comprehensive Plan and the Snake
River Master Plan, as both plans fully support the provision of affordable/employee
housing. The proposed amendment will further fulfill the employee housing obligations
set forth in the PUD designation that must be met by Vail Summit Resorts.
The proposed PUD modification is consistent with the purpose and intent of the County’s
Zoning Regulations because, without limitation, (i) Areas subject to environmental
constraints, including but not limited to wetlands and steep slopes, are being protected;
(ii) natural features are being protected; and (iii) the requirements of the PUD
designation will ensure adequate provisions are made for access, parking, landscaping,
open space and other necessary design requirements as mandated by the PUD, the
Summit County Land Use and Development Code and the Snake River Master Plan.
The proposed PUD amendment is consistent with the County’s Rezoning Policies
because no new density is proposed and the modifications will not affect the PUD
provisions in place which ensure that land with development constraints are avoided,
that new development is compatible with existing development, that there is adequate
infrastructure, and that wildfire hazards are mitigated due to the fact that the proposed
language simply affords the applicant the opportunity to temporarily provide additional
beds in an existing employee housing development.
The proposed PUD amendment is consistent with the public health, safety and welfare
due to the fact that there will be no substantive impacts to the public health, safety and
welfare associated with this minor PUD amendment as the application requests to
increase the supply of employee housing beds for a specific limited period of time
(2021/2022, 2022/2023, and 2023/2024 ski seasons) and as such will only be temporary
in nature. In addition, the proposal furthers the efficiency and economy use of land and
its resources because the modification continues to ensure that there will be adequate
employee housing available for employees on a Countywide basis, without creating
more development.
The proposed PUD amendment is not substantial and conforms to the intent of the
original PUD as the purpose of the application is to increase the supply of employee
housing beds for a specific limited period of time (2021/2022, 2022/2023 and 2023/ 024
ski seasons) and will be temporary in nature. The intent of the proposed PUD
amendment is clearly not to create this increase in occupancy for the Tenderfoot units in
perpetuity and will facilitate the supply of additional employee beds which is consistent
with the intent of the original PUD designation. The PUD amendment has been
determined to be a minor amendment in accordance with Section 12202.04 of the Code.
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